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IN THE DRAWING on the cover of this issue and in the three images that follow, 
the pioneering artist Stanley Whitney incorporates words into his enduring com-
positional touchstone, the four-by-four grid, within which he carries out his vir-
tuosic adventures with color. The result is a group of potent pictures with a potent 
message: No to prison life. “Creating space within color involves experiments 
with density, vibrancy, saturation, and even with matteness,” Whitney told the art 
historian Andrianna Campbell-LaFleur in 2015. “It is not just formal for me—
color has great depth; it can bring up great emotion and immense feeling.” Within 
the framework of Whitney’s artistry, the straightforward refusal has the power of 
the absolute. No to prison life, these images say. But more than that, they suggest 

that until our jails and prisons and detention centers are shut down, until we stop 
enlisting the punitive to preserve our romance with safety, there is no such thing 
as non-prison life. The ethical imperative infuses our collective existence. We 
must all say no, irrevocably and unequivocally, right now. 

Along with Whitney’s portfolio, Artforum this month features a conversation 
between writer and curator Nicole R. Fleetwood and novelist Rachel Kushner that 
ranges widely over the violence of mass incarceration, the reinvigorated pros-
pects of the abolitionist project, and the art of the imprisoned—art that, 
Fleetwood persuasively argues, must be seen as the core of cultural production 
in the carceral state.      —David Velasco

Opposite page: Stanley Whitney, 
Untitled (Can You Hear Us . . . ), 
2020, watercolor, graphite, and 
crayon on paper, 101⁄2 ! 101⁄2".

Following spread, from left: Stanley 
Whitney, Untitled (2020—Prison 
Voices), 2020, graphite and crayon 
on paper, 101⁄2 ! 101⁄2". Stanley 
Whitney, Untitled (Can You Hear 
Us—No to Prison Life), 2020, 
watercolor and graphite on paper, 
101⁄2 ! 101⁄2".
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'Get rid of prisons': artist Stanley Whitney 
speaks out against US judicial system in 
online show 
Initiative highlights disproportionate number of African 
Americans incarcerated in the US 
GARETH HARRIS 
15th July 2020 17:51 BST�
�

�
�

A portion of the proceeds from an online sale of works by the artist Stanley Whitney will go 
towards the Art for Justice Fund, the organisation founded by the high-profile patron Agnes 
Gund aimed at reforming the criminal justice system in the United States. 

Whitney’s new and recent works on paper can be viewed on the Lisson Gallery website in 
the ����������������� show (until 26 July); so far, eight works have sold while other works 
are available including ����������������	������ (2018) for $15,000; ten percent will be 
donated to the Art for Justice Fund. 

“The statement, ‘No to Prison Life’ is the artist’s protest against the US judicial system's 
promotion of arrest, incarceration, and other forms of imprisonment, in particular 
highlighting the disproportionate number of African Americans in US prisons, [around 33% 



�
in 2017]” says the gallery in a statement. The initiative coincides with World Day for 
International Justice 2020 on 17 July. 

In an interview with his son William Whitney published online, the artist explains why the 
US prison system is failing. “We’re human beings, we’re social animals. As much as I’m a 
hermit, I still have to have some kind of social engagement. So to lock someone up for 20 
years… No to Prison Life,” Whitney says. 

“Most people don’t need to be in prison, people are there because they’re poor, and you can’t 
expect poor people to be shown all this material stuff and then be told ‘No, you can’t have it,’ 
while you show it to them. You’re going to try to steal, you’re going to take. You want to 
have those Michael Jordan sneakers as a kid, you’re going to get them somehow. Why 
shouldn’t you have that stuff, everyone else has it. So No to Prison Life, it’s really very 
important that we get rid of prisons and think of a better way of healing and educating 
people.” 

Some of the works were created while Whitney was on lockdown in New York in the wake 
of the coronavirus crisis. �������������������������������������������
��! ! � (2020) 
focuses on police brutality. But the piece, which has sold, and other �������������
���� sketches “weren’t always meant to be public”, Whitney says. 

“There’s a lot of things I have in sketchbooks that I don’t want people to see. But all these 
things, they’re all things that feed me. I am a very political person, as an African-American 
you’re forced to be political. Really, I don’t know how you could not be, living in America,” 
he adds. 

Last year, Whitney presented a ������������������billboard at the Kansas City Art Institute in 
Missouri, the artist’s alma mater; at the Documenta 14 show in Kassel in 2017, he showed a 
work on the same theme. 
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What to See in New York Art Galleries This Week
By MARTHA SCHWENDENER and WILL HEINRICH SEPT. 13, 2017

Stanley Whitney’s “Untitled,” a drawing from 1989. Credit via Lisson Gallery

Stanley Whitney
Through Oct. 21. Lisson Gallery, 138 10th Avenue, Manhattan; 212-505-6431; 
lissongallery.com.

In the earliest drawings of this loosely chronological show, visitors can see Stanley 
Whitney’s signature sort-of grid taking shape. (It’s an arrangement of irregular 
rectangles that nods at modernist severity but looks more like the type case for some 
kind of Apollonian letterpress.) A couple of untitled, monochrome crayon drawings 
from 1989 contain just a few quick loops and dashes, like klatches of unicellular life-
forms ready to make the leap into more complexity. In others, the ovals are filled with 
multicolored hash marks and scribbles too frenetic to read as separate gestures, but 
loose enough that the artist can put a clear, clanging blue right on top of a fire-engine 
red and know that the colors will harmonize, like the instruments of a brass band.

In more recent drawings, Mr. Whitney allows his line to luxuriate across its little 
compartments instead of struggling to cover them, and nearly every wiggle or meander 
demonstrates a delicately meditative balance of spontaneity and control. A few untitled 



graphite pieces combine a plaidlike grid of angles, crosses and string-theory loops with 
short phrases, such as “HOOT & HOLLER” or “Dance With Me Henri”; two primary-
colored, acrylic marker grids have the complicated luminosity of a sun shower. 
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HOW TWO OFFBEAT ARTISTS MADE NEW YORK THEIR OWN
BY PIMPLOY PHONGSIRIVECH

PHOTOGRAPHY ALEXANDER ROTONDO

Stanley Whitney likes to sing at the top of his lungs—an unsurprising fact, perhaps, for those familiar 
with his work. Music (in particular jazz) seems to not only inspire, but also emanate from Whitney's 
paintings: shapes swim, colors swarm, and lines tremble in improvised harmony. Known for 
freehand geometry, irregular grids, and fierce hues that flitter on canvas, the 70-year-old 
abstractionist spent over four decades delving into color as the subject of his work.

Born in Philadelphia, Whitney was the only member of his family in the arts ("No one knows what 
happened," he explains. "I fell on my head—I don't know."). Whitney drew on walls, in elementary 
school, for local newspapers; he attended a small art school in his neighborhood at 10, earned a 
B.F.A from Kansas City Art Institute, an M.F.A. from Yale, and moved to New York in the late 
1960's.



Around that time, Brooklyn-native painter and friend Joyce Pensato was studying at the New York 
Studio School (which Whitney also briefly attended). "You have the circles and squares," she said to 
Whitney. "And I draw the ducks and mice."  
 
Pensato's dripping enamel paintings that feature familiar yet eerie faces—Mickey Mouse, Batman, 
Donald Duck—may seem antithetical to Whitney's solid blocks of color. The pair's careers, however, 
have shared somewhat similar trajectories. Now, Whitney's paintings have been assembled 
for Stanley Whitney: Drawings, at New York's Lisson Gallery. Pensato, in her signature outsized 
wraparounds, is set to join a group exhibition at ICA Miami. Both have come a long way from 
sleeping on hardwood floors... 
 
STANLEY WHITNEY: Should we talk about when we came to New York? Let's talk about that.  
 
JOYCE PENSATO: I've been here. Never got out, thank you. When did you get here?  
 
WHITNEY: I came to New York really in ‘68. I have a new studio in Bushwick now and you grew up 
there.  
 
PENSATO: I grew up in Bushwick and I will never go back. [laughs]  
 
WHITNEY: So I got out of high school and wanted to come to New York to study at the School of 
Visual Arts in a three-year program.  
 
PENSATO: Did you always feel like this was what you wanted to do? 
 
WHITNEY: Yes, I was always an artist; I didn't know what kind of art but I knew I was an artist. I 
spent high school looking out the window ... I was a terrible student and just barely got through 
[laughs]. But then when I got to art school, that was a big thing. That was a big change for me. When 
did you first start showing? 
 
PENSATO: Officially, I think the early ‘90s. I was in group shows at Luhring Augustine and 303 
Gallery and my head was very big. Then a French dealer invited me to do my first show in Paris. I 
came back and asked Luhring Augustine, "When am I getting the ring?" [laughs] I can't believe I 
actually said that with a big smile on my face. And they couldn't make a decision to take the art or 
not. 
 
WHITNEY: Bet they regret it now.  
 
PENSATO: The ship came back in the last 10 years so ... knock on wood.  
 
WHITNEY: The same thing happened with me. I ended up going to Yale and then I started teaching 
right away. People were showing but I wasn't—it was a depressing time ... I couldn't get my foot in 
the door. 
 
PENSATO: That was the hardest thing. People would say, "Where are you showing?" "I'm showing in 
my apartment!" [laughs] Later when I showed in Europe, in Paris, I could be free and develop my 
paintings. Then, you come to New York and well … [pauses] But I think both our ships came in. This 
is it.  
 
WHITNEY: That's true. Now we're doing well.  
 
PENSATO: And we're doing what we love and now people are loving it too. I mean, we've been doing 
the same fucking thing for I don't know how long. You have the circles and squares and I draw the 
ducks and mice.  



 
WHITNEY: We've been doing it forever. It's funny because even in the drawings show, there are 
drawings in there that I said, "These are rejects—I'm not showing these." But now they look good!  
 
PENSATO: It's alive and it's fantastic! Also when I think of your work, I look at it and I go, "Oh my 
God, I've been doing Mickey for I don't know how long."  
 
WHITNEY: You started drawing those at the [Studio] School, right? 
 
PENSATO: I started with pop culture in the ‘70s.  
 
WHITNEY: I read that interview where you said that you didn't want to draw this cast thing— 
 
PENSATO: Still life. Horrible thing. 
 
WHITNEY: And she said, "Well, draw whatever you want." And you go across the street, bought the 
Mickey Mouse thing, and you drew that.  
 
PENSATO: It was Batman and the other guys and I set it up as a still life. [laughs]  
 
WHITNEY: Why did you go to the abstract stuff? Were you drawing one thing and painting 
something else?  
 
PENSATO: In the ‘80s I was so torn, I was like two different people. I loved to do drawings of the 
dolls or whatever and I was trying to get a hold of how to make a painting. And when I started to 
paint, I lost the graphics and they became abstract.  
 
WHITNEY: It's funny about all of that, being so ambitious when you're young and you do so many 
things. With me I was always doing too many things: I would have a studio and I would have things 
all over the walls—art postcards that I write would go floor to ceiling. I just had stuff everywhere. I 
had work everywhere.  
 
For a long time I didn't know how to market my work but I didn't really know how to think about 
what I wanted from the art world. I wanted to be successful, but I didn't know what that meant. I'd 
just work and work and work. I think in the long run, it's a good thing. 
 
PENSATO: Well, you have to love what you do and not do what you don't. 
 
WHITNEY: And I love what I'm doing. I just couldn't figure out, really, what that meant in terms of 
outside the studio. People couldn't figure out for a long time what I was. Like, "What kind of animal 
are you?" I think that was a big thing. For me, race is a big thing.  
 
PENSATO: You always were about color, too. To me, you always had color.  
 
WHITNEY: I was always about color. People used to come see me and ask if I was from the islands. 
There was always a lot of color. 
 
PENSATO: To me when I see your work and feel your work, it's music.  
 
WHITNEY: The music was always there because in my house, growing up in Philadelphia—it's a big 
music town. You go to sleep with the radio on; you wake up with the radio on. Music was always 
playing—music, music, music. In fact, when I was in junior high, in my neighborhood, the black 
neighborhood, the most important thing you did when you came home from school was you learned 
to dance.  



 
I got involved with this guy in my neighborhood [who] played piano-jazz. He had these records—
Thelonious Monk, and Ornette Coleman. When I heard that stuff, I was home. This is it. That's it 
right there for me. Music was always there. My mother once told my wife, Marina, that I was always 
singing.  
 
PENSATO: Do you still sing?  
 
WHITNEY: Yeah, I sing when I'm on a bicycle. I sing at the top of my lungs—I think no one can hear 
me. [laughs] I always sing.  
 
PENSATO: [laughs] You need to make a recording of that.  
 
WHITNEY: Never! [laughs] I sing a lot. 
 
PENSATO: Wow, who knew! 
 
WHITNEY: Sometimes I don't even know it. [laughs] Music for me is what set my work apart from 
the other people with the color in the room. I think as an artist or painter, there are so many 
paintings that you have to bring something else to it. 
 
PENSATO:  Well, you bring your heart—yourself.  
 
WHITNEY: What you do in terms of your drawings—you bring so many different things to it. You 
kind of extend that idea.  
 
PENSATO: It's an emotion. I don't think of myself as a cartoonist, I bring my sense of humor— 
 
WHITNEY: You add a whole new link to the chain, you know what I mean? You always have to add 
something to it. For me it's the color, the music. It's a rhythm. It's really like an Afro-American 
rhythm to it. That's the thing. 
 
PENSATO: I'm in a position where I could do whatever I like. And so I'm bringing my whole self, 
which is my sense of humor.  
 
WHITNEY: I think it's great. I think now we can work. As an artist you want to work to your 
potential. And I think now we can. Whatever you wanna do, you can do.  
 
PENSATO: Whatever dream you have, you can make that dream happen. [laughs] Did you always 
feel like you were going to make it? Like something was there for you?  
 
WHITNEY: No, I didn't really. When you're young, people think it's a race. People were showing 
right away and I wasn't. I really got devastated—sick, even! I overate. I just couldn't believe it 
because I was a big success in art school, and then after art school, nothing happened.  
 
PENSATO: You had to start from the bottom! 
 
WHITNEY: Right from the bottom! I realized you don't compare your career to anybody else because 
if you do, it's gonna eat you alive.  
 
PENSATO: You get trapped in that.  
 
WHITNEY: Right, and the worst thing about it is that you become bitter. And I thought, "Well, 
Stanley, you know, you're making a mediocre living, you're not doing bad, you're doing okay." I'm 



just going to do my work and have a really good life no matter what.  
 
PENSATO: And you did.  
 
WHITNEY: And I did. And now things worked out, but if they hadn't I'd probably be doing the same 
thing anyway. Thinking about being older, the money and the comfort is nice. [laughs]  When you're 
young you could sleep on a hardwood floor—you could sleep on anything! I could sleep on this floor! 
Now, I need a comfortable bed.  
 
PENSATO: Once you had a taste of the good stuff, that's it. You can't go back. 
 
WHITNEY: That's how I see it.  
 
PENSATO: Are you having the best time now? 
 
WHITNEY: Of course.  
 
PENSATO: Me too.  
 
WHITNEY: Now I'm in my beautiful studio all the time.  
 
PENSATO: You have a great gallery, you have a beautiful son. Marina is great. Look at you! Look at 
me! I'm having the best time.  
 
WHITNEY: Yeah, it's really great. Knock on wood.  
 
PENSATO: Knock on wood. [knocks] 
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Stanley Whitney photographed in his Ridgewood, New York studio on March 13, 2017



 

Stanley Whitney
P a i n t s  a  P i c t u r e

BY ARUNA D’SOUZA
PHOTOGRAPHS BY KATHERINE MCMAHON



 

In 2015 Stanley Whitney had his !rst solo museum show in New 
York—“Dance the Orange,” at the Studio Museum in Harlem—after a 
long career, much of it spent under the radar. "e exhibition was widely 
praised as a revelation of sorts, introducing to a wider audience an artist 
who has been admired for injecting new life into abstract art’s potential. 
"e 2017 Documenta in Athens and Kassel, Germany, will give us 
another chance to see a concentration of Whitney’s work. As he was 
preparing for that exhibition, ARTnews spoke with him in his studio 
in the Ridgewood area of Queens, New York.

A few minutes into my visit, Stanley Whitney gave 
me a look that can only be described as side-eye. 
“You’re trying to get me to reveal all my trade 
secrets,” he said.

Whitney went on to talk animatedly and at 
length about his approach to painting, his technique, his art-
historical loves, his opinions about today’s painting scene—but 
at the end of the conversation, I realized he’d never answered my 
!rst question, about his special alchemy of pigment and base, 
even though he’d asked and answered many others.
"is seems entirely appropriate for a painter whose abstract 

canvases are at once almost unimaginably forthright in their 
formal qualities and maddeningly complicated in their optical 
e#ects. Like the artist, they don’t give up their secrets easily.

It was only after several minutes of standing in front of one 
large painting—eight feet square—that its e#ects started to 
become apparent to me. "e composition is simple: rectangles 
of di#erent dimensions (the largest in the middle tier), stacked 
four rows high, and divided by horizontal stripes. "e palette is 
riotous, as if the artist’s goal were to get as many colors into the 
painting as he could: lemon yellow, Ti#any and robin’s-egg blues, 
ultramarine, indigo, various shades of red, orange, and coral, and 
an occasional green show up, along with a sparing amount of 
black. He does the colored blocks freehand, and some of their 
edges lean and overlap; you can see where he has taken his brush 
to their edges, adding an emphatic stroke of paint to keep them 
from overstepping their bounds. "e paint application ranges 
from $at and brushless to gestural and transparent, but in all 
cases, the surface is both matte and luxurious. In some blocks 
you can see where thinned-down paint has dripped, creating a 
pattern on the surface. "ere is evidence that some blocks started 
out an entirely di#erent color from what they ended up—green 
may have become red, in some patches—but it is more or less 
impossible to decipher the painting’s history from looking at its 
present state.
"e total e#ect is mesmerizing: your eye refuses to settle at any 

one spot on the surface, but instead is drawn here, then there, 
then over there. Gentle, but insistent. You are !xed in place as 
the painting dances around you.

Whitney had just sent o# a batch of canvases to Athens, for 
the !rst installment of this year’s Documenta, and was now 
deciding which to send to Kassel for the second installment of the 
exhibition, opening in June. He pointed to works arrayed around 
his studio: “I’m thinking I’ll take that one for one wall, that one 

for another, maybe those two for another—or maybe that one can 
hold the wall on its own. Or maybe I’ll put those two together.”
"e morphing checklist was not so much owing to indecision 

as to a keen sensitivity to how the paintings would interact with 
one another in the space. Ultimately, he said, he’ll end up sending 
more than he’ll hang, because “even one can hold a wall.”

Whitney called his paintings “demanding,” and for all their 
sheer and almost untoward beauty, the word !ts—they are not 
paintings that can be readily perceived in one eyeful, despite !rst 
appearances. But it’s not just the viewer on whom demands are 
made; it’s the painter, too.

“"ey aren’t hard to make,” he said, with a self-deprecating 
smile. “But they are hard to see. "ey’re hard for me to see.”

Whitney is a self-described process painter. While he may start 
with a standard structure, his shapes, colors, arrangement, and 
touch—really, every new painterly decision—are made in response 
to what came before. His approach is all about contingencies 
and improvisations, and he speaks in musical terms—rhythms, 
harmonies, and counterpoints.
"e challenge of these works is rooted, in his telling, in the fact 

that he has staked so much on color.
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“"e color makes the structure,” he said. “I wanted a system 
that allowed me to lay color down when I felt like it—I wanted 
nothing to get in my way. When I start these paintings I have no 
idea what it’s going to be. I don’t start with a sketch or an idea. I 
start by laying as much color down as I possibly can. Once I’ve laid 
it all out and see what I have, then I start to mentally engage and 
!gure out what I think is working and what I don’t.”
"e painting can happen in one sitting or over the course of 

several. Often, Whitney doesn’t know what he has until the 
paint—he works in oils on oil-primed linen—has dried. He 
showed me one canvas that he !nished on a Friday and worried 
about all weekend, because he wasn’t entirely sure that a patch of 
ultramarine was going to end up “sitting” where he put it, optically 
speaking. It was only when he looked at the painting on Monday 
that he realized it worked.

“It’s a balancing act,” he said, pointing at a passage in one of 
the large paintings leaned against his studio wall. “It’s all about 
the transitions between the colors—the blue shouldn’t get away 

from the orange. "at has a lot to do with drawing and scale as 
much as it does with color. "e di%culty for me in making these 
paintings is, if you fall in love with this red, can you get out of 
that red so that everything equals out and there’s no beginning 
or no end to it all?”

In describing the process, Whitney makes the paintings 
sound comically animate—they don’t just tell him what to 
do, they boss him around. “I’ve always been one to follow 
the paintings—not that I’ve always liked where the paintings 
go. When they started getting less gestural, I tried to take 
them in a di#erent direction, to take them back to something 
more gestural, but it didn’t work. I follow the paintings—the 
paintings run to the door, through the door, around the corner, 
and I run after them. "e paintings start doing something, and 
I think, ‘What the hell are these paintings doing now?’ ”

For all his joking about the paintings’ dictatorial attitudes, it’s 
clear that Whitney’s method results from a long and intense 
study of color, and that mastery over his medium brings new 
challenges. “It’s hard to believe that, all of a sudden, you can 
do certain things. It’s shocking, in a way, that things get done 
before you think they will.”
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But it’s in the continuing contingencies of his medium that he 
!nds the greatest pleasure, and he works hard to !gure out how 
to keep those accidents happening. “I’ve been painting for a long 
time. If you put an orange down and then you put a blue down 
next to it, you can think you know what it’s going to do, but you 
don’t actually know what it’s going to do until you see it. In a way 
you want them to behave, but you don’t want them to behave too. 
Because otherwise it’s boring.”

Depending so much on the process—rather than on a 
predetermined system—makes the question of when a painting 
is !nished that much more fraught. “I can keep painting them 
because they don’t end—I could have made that line a little 
straighter, I could have made this bigger, I could have done this, I 
could have done that, I could move that,” he explained, pointing 
out speci!c passages in a dark-toned, somber work.

“What keeps you from just endlessly reworking a canvas?” I 
asked. For one thing, he said, it’s a huge risk to keep going: “If 
I change one part of a painting, the whole thing falls apart. So 
making a decision to add something means risking everything. 
I have to decide, because you can’t !x it. You have to either tear 
things down and build [them] up again or leave it alone.”

Because of that, he often stops himself even if he has an urge to 
go on, an act of supreme self-control (sometimes aided by his wife, 
the painter Marina Adams). “It is what it is,” he said. “It’s done. 
"e thought’s not done, but the painting’s done.”
"e move to square canvases—whose dimensions range from 40 

by 40 inches to 96 by 96—was driven by his desire to challenge 
himself in new ways. “I used to always work horizontally, and 
I decided to go to the square because it was harder to get the 
rhythm in the square—it’s sort of a non-shape. So to get the 
rhythm with the square takes me out of the landscape space I had 
with the horizontal shape and into a more architectural space.”
"e walls of his studio are lined with gouache-on-paper works, 

but these aren’t sketches—they’re instances of working out the 
problems of painting in a di#erent register, he said, with di#erent 
constraints and pleasures, adding, “the paper I use is so beautiful, I 
didn’t want to cover it all, the way I do with the paintings. So they 
breathe di#erently.”

Indeed, in their use of white, the works on paper seem entirely 
antithetical to the paintings, which refuse any notion of !gure and 
ground. No trace of canvas appears between the colored blocks in 
his paintings—they are all surface.
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“It’s easy for white to carry the color—but I really want the 
color not to rely on white that way,” Whitney explained. “I fought 
the color !eld for a long time. When I !rst came to New York and 
saw what the Color Field painters were doing, I’d put down a gray 
ground and then put the color on the !eld. But eventually I just 
wanted the color—I didn’t want the !eld,” he added.

“Until I went to Egypt, I had this idea that if I put the colors 
right next to one another there wouldn’t be any air. I wanted color 
like Rothko, but I wanted air like Pollock. I didn’t realize that the 
space was in the color. But the architecture of Rome and Egypt 
taught me that space was in the color, not the color in the space.”

The leap from color to architecture puzzled me—it took 
me some time to figure out that Whitney was talking about 
the way in which the pyramids and the Coliseum were built 
out of massive blocks with no interstitial spaces. They were 
stacked—and recognizing this prompted him, after the mid-
1990s, to simply stack his colors rather than array them on  
an open ground.

“"at was the last piece of the puzzle for me. Once I did that 
I had it,” he said.

Whitney is keenly aware of history, including his own. “"e 
great thing about being older is, now you have a history, so 
now you can go back and revisit your own history,” he laughed. 
He recalled his early years as a painter in New York, where he 
arrived from Philadelphia in 1968 when he was 22, and the 
pressure he felt to !nd his voice as a painter in an art world 
that he describes as competitive, dogmatic, and intense.

For him, !nding his voice would mean grappling with color, 
but without adopting the puritanism he saw around him.

“When I !rst came to New York there were a lot of people 
working with color—[Frank] Stella was working with color, 
[Kenneth] Noland was doing his stu#,” he said, “but I felt 
they were all giving too much up. "ey gave the hand up, they 
were focused on being $at against the wall, what you see is 
what you get—I didn’t like that idea. I didn’t want to give up 
Courbet, I didn’t want to give up Goya, I didn’t want to give 
up Velázquez—I didn’t want to give up anything. I wanted to 
paint where I could do anything.”

“All those people were one-dimensional—it’s like painting 
was a pie and they each took one piece of it, one thing that they 
made their own. I wanted the whole pie. Everyone was trying to 
!gure out how to make a painting that wasn’t a painting—with 
a mop or a broom or not with a paintbrush or not with a de 
Kooning gesture. I found that very limiting. "ey’d take on one 
thing. But I wanted to take on many things.”
"e voraciousness Whitney describes seems to apply, 

too, to his approach to art history—over the course of our 
conversation, it’s not just the immediate in$uences of the 
artists of the 1960s and 1970s that came up (Rauschenberg, 
Guston, Morris Louis, Mary Heilmann, Al Taylor, et al.), but 
historical examples like Cézanne, Munch, Morandi, Matisse, 
and countless others, as well.

When I raised my eyebrow at one of the books open on his 
worktable—a catalogue of paintings by Munch, a relatively 
angst-y choice for an artist whose work doesn’t wallow in 

emotion—he laughed. “I never think about anything but the 
paint. What you paint, your subject matter—you never have 
any choice about that, that’s just who you are. But the question 
is what you do with it, how you treat paint and color.”

Next to it was another book, this one on the subject of African 
tribal fashion, opened to a photograph of women with elaborate 
body decoration. “I’m not interested in the exoticism of these 
images,” he explained. “I’m interested in how the women must 
think about space and time and what things are. How does space 
and time feel to them, how does the world touch them? "at’s the 
thing about the paintings—how does the world touch us? "at’s 
what they’re about. It has to do with life itself.”

Blackness has always been at play in Whitney’s career, from his 
early alignment with Color Field painters, who were, to his mind, 
“more interested in black culture and jazz and great parties” than 
were the rest of the largely white New York School scene, to the 
spotlight in which he !nds himself today.

He described his experience as an abstract painter in the 
mid-1960s as “painting through the war”: “I think about it like 
Matisse sitting in Nice making his paintings while the Nazis were 
marching down the street. Gorgeous little paintings of women 
with their clothes o# while the war was going on—and you think, 
‘What the fuck were you doing, man?’ But that was me. It was 
1966, 1967, and I was painting—I didn’t even know what I was 
doing yet, I was just painting—and the black nationalists would be 
asking me, ‘What the fuck does that do for the race?’

“It was a radical time. I painted in my basement and when the 
Black Panthers came around I’d say, ‘Tell them I’m not here.’ 
[George] Wallace was running for president, the riots happened, 
things burned, and I was busy painting. Not that I knew what I 
was painting—I was still trying to !gure it out—but I was busy 
painting. It didn’t seem like what you should be doing—I wasn’t 
sitting on the buses or going down South or anything. I was 
painting. I just felt I had to do it. I couldn’t defend my position 
at the time, but that was the only position I could take.”

When I asked whether curators or dealers tried to put him in 
the category of “black artist” over the years, he explained that 
his insistence on pursuing abstraction made him unreadable 
as such, to the extent that many people don’t even realize his 
background. (He tells of at least one collector, himself African-
American, who refused to buy a painting when he found out 
Whitney was black.)

“"ey can’t deal with me as a black artist—they really can’t. I 
don’t !t. "at’s why they got to me so late—they couldn’t deal 
with me. People are always expecting black artists to explain 
themselves, like I’m some totally di#erent animal. I mean, I 
do dance better than they do”—he roared with laughter—“but 
really, it’s like [ James] Baldwin said: I’m not your Negro. I’ve 
always refused that position.”

“Americans have a hard time !guring out where the blackness 
is in these paintings,” he continued, “but at the same time, when 
Africans see the work, they can see the blackness of it—they 
can see the rhythm, they can see the music, they can see the 
movement. Basically it’s just a dance—get the rhythm, get the 
rhythm, get the rhythm.”
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I t’s remarkably difficult to find words for the
flustering magnetism of the color abstractions

by the painter Stanley Whitney, whose first solo
museum show in the city, “Dance the Orange,”
has just opened at the Studio Museum in Harlem.
The works present wobbly grids of variously sized
and proportioned blocks of full-strength color in
friezelike arrays, separated by brushy horizontal
bands. Whitney, sixty-eight, grew up outside
Philadelphia. He has lived and worked mostly in Manhattan since 1968, with
sojourns in Parma, Italy, where he and his wife of twenty-five years, the painter
Marina Adams, have a second home. He belongs to a generation of resiliently
individualist American painters—Mary Heilmann, Thomas Nozkowski, David
Reed, and Jack Whitten come to mind—who have hewed to abstraction throughout
periods of art-world favor for figurative and photography-based styles, if not of
blanket disdain for the old-fangled medium of oil on canvas. Whitney has earned
the passionate esteem of many fellow-painters and painting aficionados; now should
be his moment for wider recognition. His recent work is his finest, and the case that
it makes for abstract art’s not-yet-exhausted potencies, both aesthetic and
philosophical, thrills.

A word I’ve hit on for the Whitney effect is “antithetical,” with the thesis being an
expectation aroused by gorgeous hues: clarion primaries and secondaries interspersed
with flavorful tertiaries and, sometimes, black. The glamour of the work alerts you to
an onset of beauty, pending the appropriate feeling and an endorsement in thought.
But the juxtapositions and the compositional rhythms of the colors, jarring ever so
slightly, won’t resolve into unity. What’s going on? Does the artist aim at order and
miss, or does he try, and fail, to destroy it? It’s as if you can’t quite get started
looking, but you can stop only by force of will. The paintings deny you the relief of



 
  

disappointment. At length, beauty does arrive, though clad in its judicial robes, as
truth. Your desire and its frustration, impartially sustained, are ruled the work’s
subject.

As a child, Whitney lived in a black neighborhood in Bryn Mawr. His father ran a
small accounting business, and his mother was a secretary with the Philadelphia
board of education. Those years, he told me recently, were “very ‘Our Gang’
comedies”—socially rambunctious but peaceable. All the same, he added, “at
eighteen, I was desperate to get out of there.” Whitney says that he “was born a
painter”: he studied at the Kansas City Art Institute and then at Yale, where, in
1972, he received an M.F.A. Music has always been an inspiration. In a catalogue
interview with the Studio Museum’s former director, Lowery Stokes Sims, Whitney
says, “We all practiced our dance steps before we did our homework.” Jazz clubs in
Philadelphia and New York pulled him into a cosmopolitan bohemia. Analogies
between music and painting are often strained, but drawing equivalents in Whitney’s
style to, say, the harmony-shredding melodies of Ornette Coleman is fairly
irresistible. In an interview with BOMB magazine, Whitney spoke of the impact
that Coleman’s 1959 album, “The Shape of Jazz to Come,” had on him, when he was
still in junior high school. He said, “It wasn’t easy. I liked it, it wasn’t bourgeois, it
wasn’t N.A.A.C.P., it wasn’t part of this boring conversation about race or
integration. It was something totally different—a bigger part of the world. And that
was where painters tried to take their painting.”



 

In 1968, Whitney had attended an art program at Skidmore College, in Saratoga
Springs, New York. His teachers included Philip Guston, who befriended and
mentored him—to paradoxical effect. Guston, who was about to abandon august
abstraction for raucous figuration, encouraged Whitney to paint street scenes.
Whitney took the urging as an expression of Guston’s new stylistic bent. But many
black artists, at the time, felt pressured to turn to figurative work as a means of
representing their racial experience. Whitney, like other first-rate African-American
abstractionists, including Whitten and the Washingtonians Alma Thomas and Sam
Gilliam, had to come to terms with being regarded, in the art world, as a special case.
For the first, struggling two decades of his career, while he supported himself by
commuting to Philadelphia to teach at the Tyler School of Art, he showed seldom,
and obscurely, with a reputation buoyed mainly by informed word of mouth. He
dates a liberating change in the reception for black artists of every stripe to the
triumph of Jean-Michel Basquiat as the best of the era’s American neo-
expressionists.

“I knew I wasn’t a storyteller,” Whitney says. While grateful for Guston’s approval,
he veered from tentative emulations of Old Masters (Veronese and Velázquez
remain favorites of his) toward the auras, though not the forms, of Barnett
Newman’s stark Abstract Expressionism, Donald Judd’s minimalist rigor, and the
chroma of color-field painting. For many years, he concentrated on drawing to
develop the kinds of spatial structure, always entailing grids, that he wanted for
painting: zones of scribble and glyph elbow one another in pictures that I’ve seen
reproduced. In the catalogue interview, Whitney dates his mature style to the
nineteen-nineties, when he travelled in Egypt and lived and taught in Rome. He
became fascinated by the still-lifes of Giorgio Morandi, with their exquisitely subtle
translucencies of pictorial space. Whitney told Sims, “I realized I could put forms,
colors, and marks together and still have a lot of air.” He explained that “the space is
in the color, not around the color.” (Another current show, at the Karma gallery and
publishing house, on Great Jones Street, focusses on transitional works by Whitney
from that period.) Drawing is an inconspicuous strength of Whitney’s Harlem show,
which is curated by Lauren Haynes and limited to work made since 2008. Tellingly,
several black-and-white as well as some colorful, splashy gouaches feel more
investigative of formal issues than the artist’s big matte oils do. They provide keys to
an underlying deliberation, in the paintings, which lets the colors feel spontaneous
and inevitable in orchestrations that look similar at first but distinguish themselves
by decisive adjustments of design.

It’s as if, for each painting, Whitney had climbed a ladder and then kicked it away. A
viewer on the ground can only wonder how he got up there. A picture’s dynamics
may seem about to resolve in one way: heraldically flat, for example. But blink, and
the shapes swarm in and out—a Cubistic fire drill. I had the thought that I can’t live
long enough to wear out the works’ alternate readings. Meanwhile, there are
continual rewards of eloquent color. “I always want to use every color in the universe,
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